We would just like to say a big thank you for all the support our parents have given this past semester. The children are so lucky to have help each morning!

Week 9 Leader In Me Events:
As these events are part of the Leader In Me Symposium they can only be attended by conference participants. We will host a community Leadership Day later in the year.
Habit 2 provides a good base for activities around goal setting. As a family (or with an individual child), choose an area that needs improvement. The area of improvement, or the broad goal, becomes your end in mind. Then think of specific steps that will lead to achieving this goal. For example, if the goal is to improve as a reader, specific steps may include reading a certain amount of time every day or working several times a week to improve oral fluency.

**Science Fact from Ms Ziogos**
While most people know that water boils at 100 °C (212 °F), this is at the normal conditions of sea level. The boiling point of water actually changes relative to the barometric pressure. For example, water boils at just 68 °C (154 °F) on the top of Mount Everest while water deep in the ocean near geothermal vents can remain in liquid form at temperatures much higher than 100 °C (212 °F).

**Other reminders/NOTICES**

**Scienceworks Excursion**
Thank you to all of the parents who kindly volunteered to be a part of our excursion to Scienceworks!

Unfortunately we cannot take everybody this time. The following names were pulled out of a hat and will be our excursion helpers.

1E: Gail, 1C: Dorothy, 1M: Suzana, 1S: Dawn

Keep an eye out for our excursion next term as we will be needing lots of parent helpers!

**Art**
View what students have been doing in art via:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/parktoneartroom/

**Readers Retreat**
Monday: 1C
Tuesday: 1M
Thursday: 1S
Friday: 1E

**PE Uniform**
Week 9:
*Due to 4 day week there will be no PE for 1S, 1C and 1E*
Friday: 1M

**Homework**
- Reading take home book each night
- Weekly Mathletics task

**Art Room needs your help**
Mrs Poulter needs Arnotts Shapes boxes for next term. Please drop at the office or at the artroom.